
t is fair to say that forward thinking farmers were

aghast when it was announced that the Grassland

Research Institute (GRI) site at Hurley was to be

closed in a general re-organisation of research

facilities and funding in the early 90s.  Some of the

staff were transferred to the new IGER, either to

North Wyke or to what had been the Welsh Plant

Breeding Station at Aberystwyth.  Many projects had

to be abandoned and other staff went to pastures

new.

The former Fisons Grassland Improvement Station

at North Wyke had been taken over and became the

Permanent Grassland Division of GRI in the early

80s.  The soils and climate of Hurley (dry on chalk)

and North Wyke (high rainfall on clay) were very

different, but at least the land had been well farmed

and the management well recorded.  The number of

farmers turning out for open days and other visits

showed the level of interest.

It is worth quoting the objectives of the research in

the early days at the Station as stated by Roger

Wilkins in the 1988 Annual Report; “The objective

of the research is to achieve improvement in

efficiency of animal production in the context of the

all-grassland farm.  Particular attention is given to

the use of permanent grass swards, the use of white

clover, improving the utilisation of grazed herbage,

and environmental implications of grassland

systems”.  This still holds good today but with even

more emphasis on the environment.

Important long-term projects were started.  The

major drainage project at Rowden is still running

today. It is used to help with understanding how

nutrients move in soil and the circumstances in

which they can cause pollution, as well as more basic

scientific studies.  Farm wastes studies are a natural

progression from drainage and water movement

research.  The more general studies on waste and

pollution (by solids, liquids or gas) are of major

importance.

Research into nitrogen has been a prime example of

the multidisciplinary work at North Wyke.  At the

time of the move from Hurley there were plenty of

farmers who were using 450 kg/ha of N over their

whole grassland area.  Soil requirements and

fertiliser use are areas which are vital to farmers, but

it would be surprising to find many routinely using

such high levels of N  today; a saving in cost and a

much more certain control of pollution. Much of the

new advice for the use of N in grasslands has

emanated from North Wyke research over the years.

The current interest in phosphorous falls into much

the same category – essential, but potentially a

serious pollutant and about which the Station is

providing vital new information.

Utilisation of grass and grass products by sheep, beef

and dairy animals has been ongoing since the

beginning of North Wyke.  The results of such work

have been quickly taken up by the industry. The
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growing and utilisation of clover has an endless

fascination for farmers.  Research at IGER, and

many other Stations, has shown quite straight-

forward guidelines for the crop but there are still

difficulties when it is moved out onto the

commercial farm.

This list is not, and is not intended to be,

comprehensive, but it shows some of the areas where

the results of research have been taken up by

farmers.   In the early days of IGER, and most other

research establishments, the results of experimental

work were freely available to the industry.  Open

days were well attended and visitors and scientists

could exchange views in open discussion.

And then came Barnes!  Almost overnight the

climate changed.  The government of the day had

expressed the view that the industry should pay for a

much greater part of the research work and the term

‘Near Market Research’ came into common use.

Basic science would still be financed by central

government albeit at a strictly controlled lower level.

Any research providing results that were

immediately usable was to be paid for by the

industry.  Farmers were left confused as to what

government really wanted.  How was money to be

raised and who was to decide what research was to

be done?  The customer base and the funding of

research were changing.  Organisations such as the

Meat and Livestock Commission, the Milk

Marketing Board (later the Milk Development

Council) and large commercial organisations were in

a position to commission work for their own ends.

Results could be embargoed for a period to give the

funders lead time and, more seriously, negative

results or those which were against the interests of

the funder could be withheld.  There was a sense of

frustration amongst many farmers.

Nobody should be under any illusions as to the

problems of raising funds for research from the

farming community; just ask those involved in the

past in the Liscombe Research Station!  The problem

is not lack of interest but lack of funds in today’s

farming conditions.  It appears from the outside that

too much time was having to be spent by skilled

senior scientists in raising funds for research

projects.  As time went on a reasonable balance

developed.  

Then came Foot and Mouth disease.  The closure of

the site to visitors was inevitable but much more

serious was the curtailment of all projects requiring

access to land, whether on or off the site: this took a

while to recover from and also meant that, for a

period, interaction with farmers was limited.

However, there has now been much renewed activity

in taking messages to farmers. The Grassland

Challenge in Cornwall is an excellent example of

this.  Knowledge transfer will change in format in

response to customer demand.  Farmers will either

have to learn and work with the new systems or will

have to pay for others to supply the knowledge.

IGER North Wyke has the expertise to deliver to all

and to adapt to changing needs.

What about the future?  There is plenty of goodwill

among the farming community and plenty of areas to

be researched.  The concern over the environment is

going to continue to impinge on farming and the

countryside in many ways.  IGER has the expertise

to answer many of the questions.  In a hungry world

with rapidly increasing population and a rising

standard of living there must be a continued demand

and support for places like North Wyke.  Different

systems of funding will have to be devised.  The

announcement of cuts in Defra spending in early

2006, leading to the loss of 40 jobs throughout

IGER, is serious because of the depletion in the

resource base, which will be very hard to reinstate

once lost.
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